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We here improve Theorem 2.1 of [2]. 

2.1’. Theorem. Suppose T is unsuperstable, L aa + X,. Then T has 2’ 
pairwise non-isomorphic strongly &-saturated models of cardinal@ il. 

2.1.A. Remark. (1) n(T) = ({stp(G, 0): ti E -‘CC} 1 (counted up to equivalence). 
(2) For most cases we get 2’ such models, no one elementarily embeddable 

into another. 

Proof. If T unstable use [3, III 3.10(3)] (see proof of [2, 2.11). So w.1.o.g. T is 
stable. 

Let QG, jn) (n cm), iit, (11 l @A) be as in [l, III, 931 so (~5,: q E @‘A) is a 
nonforking tree, and for Q E “;1, tp(ti,, lJ {G,,: Y E “‘A}) does not fork over 
lJl+, ci, I [ and tp(ii,, nlGk 3, r ,) forks over l_llek ii, , l. Let Z c @A be closed 
under initial segments, lZ( = A and we shall construct a model MI. We work in 
CP 

We define (Ai:i<R) and (f9,d:c, d EAi). 

(1) (Ai:i S a) is increasing continuous: 

IAil = A, A,EQ. 

(2) fi,d is an elementary mapping, ft,d(c) = d, f& = (fi,J-l, ‘&: i =S (u) is 
increasing continuous, and for c E AO, Dom f f,, = {c}. 

(3) For each i: either 

(0 4+1 =A; U {ai}, tp(a,, A(i)) d oes not fork over some finite subset B, of Ai, 
or 

(ii) for some c(i), d(i) EA(I’), Ai+I =A; U~~~~,~(i,(Ai) and (3j < i) [Dom& = 

Ail v [Rangf f,, = (41. 
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(4) For every c, d EAT,,: 
(i) If {c, d} is not a subset of A(i), then Dom&= {c}. 

(ii) If c, d CA(~), case (i) in (3) holds or case (ii) of (3) holds but 

(c, d) f {c(i), d(i)), (c, d) f (d(i), c(i)), thenf$ =.&. 
(iii) If c = c(i), d = d(‘) I an case (ii) of (3) holds, then tp(f$iPdci,(Ai), AJ d 

does not fork over Rangf&i),d(i). 

(5) A, = U {fiv : 77 E Z}. 

We can clearly find CY < il+ and Ai, f b,d satisfying (l)-(5) such that: 
(*) (i) For every finite Z3 GA, and b E 0, stp(b, B) is realized by some a E A. 

(ii) For every c, d E A,, Dom f Fd = A, = Rang f Fd. 

This is easy by reasonable bookkeeping and (3) above. Hence A, is the universe 
of a strongly &-saturated model (of cardinality A) (remember we work in CP). 
We call it Ml (and should have written cr, <A+, Af, etc). Note that we can prove 
by induction 

(**) If Domf&# {c}, then 
(i) (36 6 i)[Dom f $ = A6 = RangfaJ, 

or (ii) (3a < p == i)[Dom f L,d = A, & Rang f i,d = A, U (AB+l - Ap)], 
or (iii) (5~ -=c fi G i)[Rang f i,d = A, & Domfic,d = A, U (AB+l - A,)]. 

Our next note that we can prove by induction on i that: 
(remember: A is F&-atomic over B if: for ti E A, tp(C, /3) does not fork over some 
finite subset of B). (We use [l, III $31 for FL,, see table in [l, III 021.) 

(***) (i) For Z < i, Ai is F&,-atomic over Aj, and 
(ii) for j 6 i, c E Aj, d E Aj we have: Ai is F&,-atomic over Dom fic,d and 

over Rang f jc,& 
Now we define by induction on i, a well ordering <’ of Ai - A0 such that: for 

j < i, <’ r (Aj -A,) = <j, and A, - A0 is an initial segment of (Ai - Ao, <‘), and 
for x E Ai -A,,, Ai is F&,-atomic over A,, U {y E Ai: y -=L x}. In other words MI is 
F&-constructible over lJ, EI ii,. So for every b E MI we can find finite Bb E 

MI - U +i&, pb G Z such that: if b E Ao, Bb = 0; if b I# Ao, b is the maximal (by 
<I,=) member of Bb and for c E Bb, tp(c, A,,U {d EM, - Ao: b <““c}) does not 
fork over {d E Bb: d <fvn~} U {i&: r) E pb}) (so if b E Ao, then b E LJ,,_ tiq). 

w.l.0.g. [C E & + B, LB,]. 
Now we can note that the proof of [l, VIII 2.71 works when Iz is regular; when 

k is singular combine the proof of [l, VIII 2.71 with the suitable proofs of [l, VIII 
821. Alternatively, let 

R n,,n*,n, = WA - C : d E “IM,, 6 E “zM,, C E n3M, and 

tp(a, 6°C) does not fork over 6). 

A* = {R,,,,,,,,: nl, 1112, n3 E 0). 
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Claim. MI is semi de-representable in 9.J&,,(Z). 

Remark. See the second version of [3, Ch. III 2.21 for the definition. 

Proof. W.1.o.g. the 4 (r] E I) are pairwise disjoint with no repetition. Let F,(x,,) 
represent the I-th element of G,, , and b E MI - U’IEl ii, will be represented by 

&(oi,. . . , ok, 71, . . . , qk) where {VI,. . . , qk} = pb (in increasing lexicographic 

order of I), and {oi,. . . , uk} are the representations of {d: d E B,} (in 
cr, “-increasing order). 

The rest is by the nonforking calculus. 
Now by the second version of [3, Ch. III] we get our conclusion. 
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